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Abstract 
 

Modern industrial society is based on combustion with ever increasing standards on 
the efficiency of burning. One of the main combustion characteristics is the burning rate, 
which is influenced by intrinsic flame instabilities, external turbulence and flame 
interaction with walls of combustor and sound waves.  

In the present work we started with the problem how to include combustion along 
the vortex axis into the general theory of turbulent burning. We demonstrated that the 
most representative geometry for such problem is a hypothetic “tube” with rotating 
gaseous mixture. We obtained that burning in a vortex is similar to the bubble motion in 
an effective acceleration field created by the centrifugal force. If the intensity of the vortex 
is rather high then the flame speed is determined mostly by the velocity of the bubble. The 
results obtained complement the renormalization theory of turbulent burning. Using the 
results on flame propagation along a vortex we calculated the turbulent flame velocity, 
compared it to the experiments and found rather good agreement. 

All experiments on turbulent combustion in tubes inevitably involve flame 
interaction with walls. In the present thesis flame propagation in the geometry of a tube 
with nonslip walls has been widely studied numerically and analytically. We obtained that 
in the case of an open tube flame interaction with nonslip walls leads to the oscillating 
regime of burning. The oscillations are accompanied by variations of the curved flame 
shape and the velocity of flame propagation. If flame propagates from the closed tube end, 
then the flame front accelerates with no limit until the detonation is triggered. The above 
results make a good advance in solving one of the most difficult problems of combustion 
theory, the problem of deflagration to detonation transition. We developed the analytical 
theory of accelerating flames and found good agreement with results of direct numerical 
simulations. Also we performed analytical and numerical studies of another mechanism of 
flame acceleration caused by initial conditions. The flame ignited at the axis of a tube 
acquires a “finger” shape and accelerates. Still, such acceleration takes place for a rather 
short time until the flame reaches the tube wall. In the case of flame propagating from the 
open tube end to the closed one the flame front oscillates and therefore generates acoustic 
waves. The acoustic waves reflected from the closed end distort the flame surface. When 
the frequency of acoustic mode between the flame front and the tube end comes in 
resonance with intrinsic flame oscillations the burning rate increases considerably and the 
flame front becomes violently corrugated. 

 
Key words: combustion, Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), turbulence, 

flame-vortex interaction, flame acceleration, flame-acoustic interaction. 
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1. Introduction 
 
By definition, combustion is transformation of one substance (fuel mixture) to 

another one (burnt matter) with heat release. If heat release exceeds thermal losses 
then such burning is self-supported, as it happens in engines, turbines, laboratory 
experiments, etc. Combustion can proceed in two qualitatively different ways: 
detonation (supersonic regime) and flame (subsonic regime). In the case of 
detonation the reaction propagates due to preheating of fuel mixture by a shock 
wave. In the case of flame, thermal conduction transfers heat from the hot burnt 
matter to the cold fuel mixture, making the reaction much faster. In the present 
work only the flame regime will be considered. 

The characteristic flame speed is about )101.0( −=f

sf c
U  m/s, which is 

much less than the sound speed c m/s, U330=s << . The flame thickness is 
proportional to the thermal diffusivity χ  and inversely proportional to the flame 
speed ff UL /χ∝ . More accurate definition of the flame thickness is: 

Prff
f U

L
ρ

µ
≡ ,      (1.1) 

where µ  is the dynamic viscosity of the fuel mixture, fρ  is density of the fuel 
mixture and Pr  is the Prandtl number. The typical value of the flame thickness is 
about  cm, which is much smaller than the usual size of a 

burning chamber, 

34 10−−=
0=

10−
fL

11. −R m. By this reason we can often treat a flame as a 
narrow zone (front), which separates the fresh fuel mixture and the burnt matter. 

When we investigate the hydrodynamic aspects of flame propagation, the 
details of the chemical reaction play a minor role, so it is often convenient to 
replace all chemical processes by a single irreversible reaction. The simplest 
solution of the combustion equations (Navier-Stokes equations, the diffusion 
equation, the equation of energy conservation and equation of state) is a planar 
flame front (Zeldovich et al 1985). This solution determines the planar flame 
velocity U  and the flame thickness L  as a function of thermal and chemical 
parameters of the fuel mixture. Typical structure of a planar flame front is 
presented on Fig. 1.1. Heat is released mainly in the reaction zone; then it is 
transferred by the thermal conduction to the cold fuel mixture and warms it up, 
thus initiating the chemical reaction in the fresh gas.  

f f
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2. Corrugated flame front 
 
As we mentioned above, the planar flame front is the simplest solution to 

the combustion equations. Still, it is nearly impossible to obtain planar flame. The 
real flames are almost always curved. The main reasons for flame corrugation are 
the Darrieus-Landau (DL) instability, external turbulence, viscous boundary 
conditions, flame-acoustic interaction etc. Corrugated flame has much larger 
surface area and therefore it consumes more fuel mixture per unit time. If we 
consider the corrugated flame front in a tube, then the flame propagation velocity 
may be evaluated as  

f

w
fw S

SUU = ,      (2.0.1) 

where  is the area of the real flame front and  is the cross-section of the tube. 
Formula (2.0.1) shows us that the speed of corrugated flame front may exceed the 
speed of planar one considerably. The problem of curved flame velocity is one of 
the most important problems of the combustion science.  

wS fS

 
2.1. The Darrieus-Landau (DL) instability 
 

The Darrieus-Landau (DL) instability originates in thermal expansion of 
the burning matter and is controlled by the expansion factor 

fbbf TT // ==Θ ρρ , which compares the densities of the burnt matter (b) and 
the fuel mixture (f). For simplicity let's consider the geometry of a two-
dimensional (2D) channel of width R . Typically, small perturbations of the flame 
front develop in time as 

)exp(),(~
0 ikxtFtxF += σ ,    (2.1.1) 

where  is some amplitude, 0F σ  is the perturbation growth rate and λπ /2=k  is 
the perturbation wave number. According to Pelce and Clavin (1982), the 
instability growth rate σ depends on the wave number k  as 

)2/1()( πλσ cf kkU −ΘΓ= ,    (2.1.2) 
where 









−

Θ
−+Θ

+Θ
Θ

=Γ 111
1

.    (2.1.3) 
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Fig. 2.1.1: Stabilization of DL instability by thermal conduction 
 
The factor Γ  in (2.1.3) indicates the origin of the DL instability. Fuel mixture is 
always heavier than the burnt matter 1>Θ , the growth rate is positive 0>σ  and 
the perturbation amplitude grows. There is no DL instability at all only for an 
artificial model of 1=Θ  used sometimes to study turbulent burning. All real fuel 
mixtures are characterized by a rather large expansion coefficient within the range 

, which typically leads to noticeable DL instability. It is clearly seen 
from formula (2.1.3) that the larger the thermal expansion Θ leads to a stronger 
DL instability.  

85 −=Θ

Another important parameter of the DL instability is the cut-off wave 
length cλ , which describes stabilization of the DL instability by thermal 
conduction. All perturbations with wavelength smaller than the cut-off wavelength 

cλλ <  are suppressed ( 0<σ ), as one can see from formula (2.1.2). On the other 
hand, the perturbation wavelength cannot be larger than the channel width R : 

R≤λ . So if the channel width is less than cλ , then the DL instability is 
suppressed completely and the flame front remains planar. Usually cλ  varies 
within the range ( ) fc L5020 −=λ . The mechanism of thermal stabilization of 
the DL instability is illustrated on Fig. 2.1.1. Thermal flux converges in the 
concave parts of the flame front and therefore it heats the fuel mixture more 
effectively, increasing the local flame speed in that direction. The thermal flux 
diverges in the convex parts and the local flame velocity decreases.  
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Fig 2.1.2: The curved flame front presented by isotherms for the expansion factor 

 and 5=Θ cλλ 2= . 
 
As a result, thermal conduction tries to smooth the flame front making it flat, 
which opposes the DL instability.  

If the size of the burning chamber exceeds the cut-off wavelength cλλ > , 
then thermal conduction cannot stop the DL instability and flame front becomes 
corrugated (this is the usual situation for combustion experiments and industrial 
burning). The perturbations grow exponentially according to Eq. (2.1.1) until 
nonlinear effects become important. At this stage the perturbation growth may be 
reduced and even stopped by the nonlinear stabilization mechanism, known also as 
the Huygens stabilization or kinematical restoration. Balance of the DL instability, 
the thermal stabilization and the nonlinear stabilization may result in a curved 
stationary flame front in tubes of moderate width. The characteristic flame shape 
obtained in our simulations for  and 5=Θ cλλ 2=  is shown in Fig. 2.1.2. 
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Fig. 2.1.3: Time evolution of the fractal structure of unstable flames. 
 

In very wide tubes cλλ >>  the nonlinear Huygens stabilization cannot 
stop the DL instability. At the moment, the DL instability on large scales is not  
completely understood. However, according to the general belief one should 
expect development of the self-similar fractal structure of the flame front like that 
observed experimentally (Gostintsev et al., 1988; Bradley at al., 2000; 2001). 
Numerical simulations (Kadowaki and Hasegawa 2005) demonstrated onset of the 
fractal structure as presented in Fig. 2.1.3. Propagation velocity of a fractal flame 
may be estimated as 

( )D
cfw UU λλmax≈ ,     (2.1.4) 

where maxλ is the largest possible length scale of the fractal cascade (i. e. the 
characteristic scale of the hydrodynamic flow), while the factor  is the excess of 
the fractal flame dimension over the embedding dimension. Particularly, according 
to the experimental results (Gostintsev et al. 1988, Bradley at al. 2000, 2001) we 
have 

D

3/1≈D  for expansion factors 85 −=Θ . 
 
2.2. Turbulent burning 
 

Turbulence happens almost in all cases of combustion. For example, 
turbulence can arise because of nonslip walls of a burning chamber, the 
complicated combustion geometry, etc. To make study of turbulent flames easier it 
is rather convenient to classify the burning regimes. The important characteristics 
of turbulence are the turbulence length scale Tλ  and the average (rms) velocity of 
the turbulent flow U . By comparing the turbulent scales rms Tλ  and U to the rms
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respective flame scales L  and U , the main regimes of turbulent combustion 
can be classified as shown on Fig. 2.2.1a. One of the most interesting combustion 
regimes is the flamelet regime (see Fig. 2.2.1a), since it is typical for spark ignition 
engines and gas turbines. In the flamelet regime a flame may be strongly 
corrugated on rather large length scales, while locally flame front remains similar 
to a planar one. The flamelet regime is illustrated by Fig. 2.2.1b obtained in our 
recent simulations of combustion in a closed burning chamber for U  

and 

f f

5/ =frms U
125/ =fT Lλ . 
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Fig. 2.2.1: Regimes of turbulent burning (a). Flamelet regime (b). 
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Fig. 2.2.2: The phenomenological (solid line) (2.2.2) and analytical (dashed line) 
dependencies (2.2.5) is compared to the experiments (Abdel-Gayed et al 1987, 
Aldredge et al 1998, Kobayashi et al 1998) shown by symbols. 
 
2.2.1. Historical overview 

 
For a long time people tried to describe velocity of turbulent flames 

 as a function of the scaled turbulent intensity U  only: fw UU / frms U/
( )frmsfw UUfUU // = .     (2.2.1) 

Typical phenomenological suggestions for the function (2.2.1) looked like 

f

rms
fw U

UCUU += 1/ ,     (2.2.2) 

where the constant C  was adjusted by comparing (2.2.2) to the experimental data, 
with typical values 32 −≈C . However, as the number of experiments increased 
and the quality of measurements improved, it became obvious that a single 
formula like (2.2.1) cannot describe the diverse experimental data. Figure 2.2.2 
demonstrates some of the experimental results on turbulent burning. One can 
clearly see that experimental points form a cloud rather than a curve like (2.2.1).  
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Fig. 2.2.3:  Self-similar (scale-invariant) flame dynamics 
 
The cloud of experimental points means that the turbulent intensity U  is not the 
only parameter describing the turbulent combustion. It has been demonstrated both 
experimentally (Aldredge et al. 1998, Kobayashi et al. 1998, Lee and Lee 2003, 
Filatyev et al. 2005) and theoretically (Searby and Clavin 1986, Akkerman and 
Bychkov 2005, Paper 2) that turbulent flame speed depends also on set of 
parameters like the Markstein number 

rms

Mk , the expansion coefficient Θ , the 
characteristic turbulent length scale Tλ  and Prandtl number Pr . Even more, at 
present there is evidence that the experimental results depend on the geometry of 
the set-up (Bychkov 2003, Akkerman and Bychkov 2005, Filatyev et al 2005). 

The first rigorous analytical theory of weakly turbulent flames was 
developed in the approach of zero thermal expansion 1=Θ , zero flame thickness 

, and low turbulent intensity 0=fL 1<<frms UU  (Clavin and Williams, 1979). 
The Clavin-Williams theory suggested the quadratic dependence for the increase 
of the flame velocity U∆  versus the turbulent intensity U  rms

2

2

f

rms

f U
U

U
U

=
∆

.      (2.2.3) 

Although equation (2.2.3) is valid only in the limit of weak turbulence, the general 
belief about self-similar flame dynamics on different length scales allows 
extrapolating (2.2.3) to the situation of strongly corrugated flames using the so-
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called renormalization method (Yakhot, 1988; Pocheau, 1994; Bychkov, 2003). 
The idea of the renormalization analysis presented schematically in figure 2.2.3 is 
the following. In the case of broad spectrum of the flame wrinkles and high 
Reynolds number of the turbulent flow we decompose the whole spectrum of 
wrinkles into narrow bands of width dk . Every band produces small increase in 
the flame velocity dU . For any k  the wrinkles with the wave numbers above k  
provide the propagation velocity ( )kUU = , and the total flame velocity U  is 
the integral over the whole spectrum. If we have no reference length scale in the 
problem, then flame dynamics should be scale-free (this should be true at least for 
intermediate scales). In that case any band in the spectrum of flame wrinkles may 
be described by similar equations leading to a similar increase in the flame 
velocity (2.2.3). Differential counterpart of equation (2.2.3) takes the form 

w

( )
2

2

U
Ud

U
dU rms= .     (2.2.4) 

Integrating equation (2.2.4) over the whole turbulent spectrum we find (Pocheau, 
1994) 

222 2 rmsfw UUU += .     (2.2.5) 
Unfortunately, formula (2.2.5) does not agree with experimental data, as one can 
see from Fig. 2.2.2. The reason for the disagreement is that the analytical theory 
(Calvin and Williams, 1979; Pocheau, 1994) has been developed in the limit of 
zero thermal expansion 1=Θ  and zero flame thickness L , and therefore it 

does not work for realistic flames at 

0=f

85 −=Θ . It became clear that one had to 
take into account realistic thermal expansion and nonzero flame thickness in the 
burning process. 

If one studies the turbulent burning with realistic expansion coefficient 
, then the DL instability emerges and one has to take into account both the DL 

instability and turbulence. The problem how to incorporate the DL instability into 
the general renormalization theory of turbulent combustion was solved in 
(Bychkov 2003). It was shown that the velocity increase 

produced by weak DL instability and by weak external 
turbulence may be presented as  

Θ

U∆ fw UU −=

2

2

f

rms
TDL

f U
UCC

U
U

+=
∆

,     (2.2.6) 
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where  is the contribution of the DL instability, and the 

coefficient C  describes the turbulent input. Influence of turbulence comes from 
two different mechanisms related to vortices perpendicular to the average flame 
velocity (label “ ⊥ ”) and vortices parallel to the flame velocity (label “|| ”) as it is 
illustrated on Fig. 2.2.4. In the first case flame becomes corrugated because of 
kinematic drift. In the second case the centrifugal force pushes the light burnt 
matter towards the vortex axis in the effective “gravitational” field of the 
centrifugal force making the flame curved. Therefore, there are two different 
coefficients describing the turbulent burning: C  stands for burning in 
perpendicular vortices and C  specifies the influence of parallel vortices with 

. The coefficient C  has been found in (Akkerman and Bychkov 

2005). In the simplest case of zero flame thickness  equals to 

fDLDL UUC /∆≡

T

||CC +⊥

⊥

⊥C

||

CT = ⊥

( ) 22

2

41
8

Θ++Θ
Θ

=TC .     (2.2.7) 

In the present Thesis we concentrate our studies on flame interaction with parallel 
vortices. 
 

 

Flame 
front 

 
Fig. 2.2.4: Burning in 3D turbulent flow. 
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2.2.2 Flame interaction with parallel vortices 
 

When turbulent premixed burning is discussed, people typically imply 
flame propagation perpendicular to the vortex axes as shown in Fig. 2.2.5. 
Probably, this may be explained by the following two reasons. First, most of the 
studies of turbulent burning have been performed in the 2D geometry (Aldredge 
1996, Helenbrook et al 1996, Poinsot et al 1996, Denet 1997, Renard et al 2000), 
but the only possible configuration in that case is the configuration of a flame 
propagating perpendicular to the vortex axes. Second, absolute majority of the 
theoretical papers on turbulent flames investigated the artificial limit of a "flame" 
with zero thermal expansion, when the ratio of the fuel mixture to the burnt matter 
density is unity 1/ =≡Θ bf ρρ  (Clavin and Williams 1979, Kerstein et al 1988, 
Yakhot 1988, Pocheau 1994, Kagan and Sivashinsky 2000, Bychkov and Denet 
2002). However, in the limit of 1=Θ  flame interacts with vortices only when the 
vortex axes are perpendicular to the average flame velocity. Still, real flow 
geometry of the turbulent burning is 3D, see Fig 2.2.4, and the expansion factor of 
the burning matter in reality is quite large 85 −=Θ . In that case a large number 
of turbulent vortices are aligned parallel to the average velocity of flame 
propagation. As a matter of fact, 1/3 of the kinetic energy of an isotropic turbulent 
flow is stored in such vortexes. However, when a flame with Θ  propagates 
along a vortex axis, then we face one more physical mechanism of flame-vortex 
interaction, which is different from the kinematic drift of the front by the flow 
shown in Fig. 2.2.5. It is natural to expect that the effect of flame propagation 
along the vortex axis contributes considerably to the turbulent flame speed. Fast 
propagation of a flame along the vortex axis has been studied for a rather long 
time already, with the historical overview of the subject presented in the review-
paper (Ishizuka 2002). Still, many questions concerning the phenomenon were 
waiting for the final answer. The most important of them was how the effect of 
fast flame propagation along a vortex may be incorporated into the general 
description of turbulent burning. We have answered this question in Papers 1 and 2 
by demonstrating the relation between fast burning along the vortex and the 
renormalization theory of the turbulent flame velocity. Taking into account the 
“parallel” vortices, one can rewrite formula (2.2.6) as  

1>

2

2
,

2

2
||,

||
f

rms

f

rms
DL

f U
U

C
U

U
CC

U
U ⊥

⊥++=
∆

.   (2.2.8) 

One of the purposes of the present thesis is to find .  ||C
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Fig. 2.2.5: Flame propagation perpendicular to the vortex axis in 2D flow. 
 
Fast burning along the vortex axis 

 
In Paper 1 we considered burning along a single coherent vortex. From 

such point of view the most suitable geometry of the problem is the hypothetic 
"tube" of radius R  with rotating gaseous mixture and with adiabatic boundary 
conditions with slip at the tube walls, as shown on Fig. 2.2.6. To simplify 
calculations, we studied the propagation of an axisymmetric flame front. Such 
approximation allows reducing the dimension of the problem by one, thus saving 
computational time greatly. 

We performed simulations for expansion coefficients 8,5=Θ  and 
different rotational frequency 200/ −=Ω . The results for the flame 

velocity are presented on Fig. 2.2.7 (squares stand for simulation with 
fUR

8=Θ  and 
triangles stand for Θ ). Characteristic shape of the flame front is shown in Fig. 
2.2.8. As mentioned above, when the intensity of the vortex is very high 

, the flame shape resembles the bubble motion in the rotating tube 
and the flame velocity is determined by the velocity of the bubble. To prove this 
fact we plotted the bubble velocity versus the rotational frequency in Fig. 2.2.7. 
The speed of the bubble motion was calculated in paper (Atobiloye and Britter 
1994): 

5=

1/ >>Ω fUR

RUb Ω
Θ
−Θ

=
132.0 .     (2.2.9) 
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Fig. 2.2.6: Flow configuration. 
 

The bubble velocity is shown in Fig. 2.2.7 by the dashed lines. When 
rotation is strong 1/ >>Ω fUR , then the velocity of flame propagation 
approaches to the velocity of bubble rising.  

To describe the flame front velocity in the rotating tube we used formula  
222222 1102.0 RUUUU DLbDLw Ω

Θ
−Θ

+=+= .  (2.2.10) 

The formula (2.2.10) matches two limiting cases: if the rotational frequency 
(vortex intensity) is high 1/ >>Ω fUR  then formula (2.2.10) goes over to the 

bubble velocity (2.2.9); if the rotational frequency is low Ω  then the 
DL instability makes the main input in velocity increase. Figure 2.2.7 
demonstrates rather good agreement of formula (2.2.10) with simulation points. 

1/ <<fUR
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Fig. 2.2.7: Relative increase of flame velocity versus scaled frequency. 
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Fig. 2.2.8: The characteristic flame shape for 2/ =cRR , 8=Θ , 
(a) and Ω  (b). 0/ =Ω fUR 15/ =fUR
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Also, in Paper 1 we made an attempt to find turbulent coefficient C  on 
the basics of Eq. (2.2.8). Unfortunately, the direct numerical simulations cannot 
provide us with good accuracy in the region of small frequencies 

||

1/ <<Ω  

and therefore the value of C  obtained in Paper 1 can be considered only as 

estimation. More accurate calculation of C  was performed in (Bychkov et al, 
2007, Paper 2). 

fUR

||

||

 
Strongly corrugated turbulent flames 
 

In Paper 2 we demonstrated how to incorporate the results on C  into the 
renormalization theory of 3D turbulent burning. Paper 2 uses the results on 
Darrieus-Landau instability (Bychkov and Liberman 2000), C  (Bychkov 2003, 
Akkerman and Bychkov 2005) and the results on C  (Papers 1, Bychkov et al 
2007) to study strongly corrugated turbulent flames with real thermal expansion. 
The obtained results were compared to the experiment (Lee and Lee 2003). 

||

⊥

||

On the Figure 2.2.9 one can see the dependencies of turbulent coefficients 
 and C  in the limit of zero flame thickness versus the expansion coefficient. 

The coefficient C  was obtained in (Akkerman and Bychkov 2005). The 
coefficient  was obtained by solving the nonlinear model equation, see in 
(Bychkov et al. 2007) for details. It is clearly seen from Fig. 2.2.9 that in the 
region of the real expansion factors 

⊥C ||

⊥

||C

85 −=Θ  the parallel vortexes play major 
role in turbulent flame dynamics. Indeed, as one can see from Fig. 2.2.9, the 
parallel turbulent coefficient varies within the range C  which is 

noticeably larger than the perpendicular turbulent coefficient C . 

6.045.0|| −=

⊥

To apply equation (2.2.6) to the case of strongly corrugated flames we used 
the renormalization method (Yakhot 1988, Pocheau 1994) with an arbitrary large 

 (Bychkov 2003, Paper 2). Assuming self-similar flame dynamics, the turbulent 
spectrum may be split on the narrow bands. The contribution of the DL instability 
depends on wave number  similar to Eq. (2.1.4): 

Θ

k ( ) D
cfDL kkU −=U . Then the 

DL instability and external turbulence together give the velocity increase equalled 
to 
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( ) ( ) ( )
2U

dkkkCk
U
dU

TTDL εε −−= ,   (2.2.11) 

where ( )kDLε  is the contribution of the DL instability. We have ( ) kDkDL =ε  
for  and ck<k ( ) 0=kDLε  for , where kckk ≥ cc λπ /2= . The factors C  and T

Tε  are specified in Paper 2. In the limit of  the turbulent coefficient C  

behaves like Heviside step-function 

0→
0

fL T

=TC  for  and 
 for . In that case it is possible to integrate Eq. 

(2.2.11) analytically (see Paper 2): 

ckk ≥
9.06.0 −≈const=CT ck<k

( cT
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rmsT
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fw UCUU λλ
λ
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λ ln
3
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+








= ) . (2.2.12) 

In the case of finite flame thickness the factor C  depends on many flame-flow 
parameters and Eq. (2.2.11) must be integrated numerically.  
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Fig. 2.2.9: The coefficients C , C  for infinitely thin flame front ⊥ || 0=fL  versus 

the expansion factor Θ . 
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Finally, we compared the results of Paper 2 with the experiments (Lee 
and Lee 2003). In work (Lee and Lee 2003) the propane air flame propagation was 
studied in a tube with rectangular cross-section 9 cmcm 5.3× . The turbulence 
was generated by a grid, with the integral turbulent length of the flow 

cmT 5.0≈λ . For propane-air flames the DL cut off wavelength is cmc 21.0=λ  
(Searby and Quinard 1990). As one can see, the turbulent length scale is 
comparable with the DL cut off wavelength. The renormalization approach is not 
applicable in the case and may be used only formally for semi-qualitative analysis. 

Figure 2.2.10 presents the results of numerical integration of Eq. (2.2.11) 
and the experimental results (Lee and Lee 2003). To understand results better we 
performed integration in two spectral domains Tλλ <  (curve A) and maxλλ <  
(curve B). One can clearly see that curve A passes noticeably lower than the 
experimental points though it takes into account all turbulent effects in the 
conventional point of view. 
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Fig. 2.2.10: Comparison of the experiment results (Lee and Lee 2003) presented 
by markers with results predicted by the theory (Paper 2) presented by curves. The 
curves A and B are related to the spectral domains λλ < max and λλ < , 
respectively. The solid curve C takes into account all effects including influence of 
the nonslip boundary conditions at the walls. 
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Curve B presents the results of integration of the Eq. (2.2.11) over all length scales 
up to the maximal wavelength determined as cm92max =λ .One can see that 
curve B is much closer to the experimental results. It is important to stress that the 
difference between curves A and B is provided by the large-scale DL instability, 
while turbulence works only in the spectral domain Tλλ < . This difference is 

related to the factor (  in expression (2.2.12). Still, even curve B 
underestimates the experimental data (Lee and Lee 2003). To complete the 
comparison we should take into account the influence of viscous walls. We studied 
this effect in Paper 3. The solid line C shows the result given by the curve B 
multiplied by the correction factor 

) 3/2
max cλλ

5.10 =f  obtained in Paper 3. The curve C 
passes very close to the markers. Thus taking all large-scale effects we obtain good 
agreement between the theory and experiments. 
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3. Flame oscillations in an open tube with real 
boundary conditions 
 

Studies of turbulent combustion always face the difficulty of comparing 
theory to experiments. As a rule, theoretical results are obtained under a large 
number of simplifying assumptions, while an experiment cannot get rid of the 
“mess” of numerous effects working simultaneously (Williams 1985, Bradley 
2002, Lipatnikov and Chomiak 2005, Poinsot and Veynante 2005). For example, 
experiments on turbulent combustion in tubes (Aldredge et al. 1998, Lee and Lee 
2003) involve flame interaction with the walls because of the nonslip boundary 
conditions. This is different from the typical theoretical and numerical approach 
using ideal slip at the walls (Kagan and Sivashinsky 2000, Denet 2001, Bychkov 
and Denet 2002, Akkerman and Bychkov 2005). In (Lee and Lee 2003), the 
influence of viscous boundary conditions at the walls has been considered using 
empirical correction coefficients. The coefficients have been measured using 
images of the curved flame shape on large scales. According to (Lee and Lee 
2003), these coefficients may be rather large, up to 1.5–3. Still, the influence of the 
nonslip walls on the flame propagation velocity required a more thorough 
investigation, both theoretical and experimental.  

Surprisingly, up to now flame interaction with nonslip walls has received 
little attention. The influence of viscous boundary conditions has been studied in 
(Daou and Matalon 2001) in the limit of zero thermal expansion Θ  when the 
density of the fuel mixture 

1≡
fρ  is the same as the density of the burnt matter bρ . 

The study (Daou and Matalon 2001) led to quantitative corrections to the flame 
velocity, depending on the flow amplitude, which does not depend on flame 
propagation in the limit of 1=Θ . By this reason, the flow amplitude becomes a 
free parameter of the problem, and may be chosen by a researcher. The situation of 
realistic thermal expansion 85 −=Θ  is much more interesting. Because of the 
thermal expansion, a flame front acts as a piston pushing the flow. The nonslip 
walls stop the flow, producing a nonuniform velocity distribution, which, in turn, 
bends the flame, increasing the burning rate. Under certain conditions this 
interaction may lead to unlimited acceleration of a flame front (Kagan and 
Sivashinsky 2003, Ott et al. 2003, Paper 4, Paper 5). References (Kagan and 
Sivashinsky 2003, Ott et al. 2003, Paper 4, Paper 5) considered flame propagation 
from a closed end of a tube. However, the experimental configuration of (Lee and 
Lee 2003) was much closer to the case of a tube with both ends open.  
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Fig. 3.1: Evolution of the flame shape in a tube of width D = . The flame 

isotherms ( K2100−600 with a step of K300 ) are shown for the time instants 
 (positions (a)–(f), respectively). 1.4151.132,0.849,0.566,0.283,0,=t/τ

Flame interaction with the walls in configurations similar to the experiments (Lee 
and Lee 2003) is the subject of the Paper 3. 
 
Though this paper has been devoted to turbulent flames, the effects of turbulence 
and the flame interaction with the walls are presumably separated, due to the 
strong difference in length scales. Nonslip at the walls leads to large-scale 
modifications of the flame shape, which were noticeably larger than the integral 
turbulent length scale in (Lee and Lee 2003). Turbulent flow then modifies the 
flame velocity only on small scales, and it may be replaced by the new effective 
velocity of flame propagation. On large length scales comparable to the tube 
width, the resulting flow may be treated formally as a laminar one with the new 
effective planar flame velocity.  

We investigated the dynamics of a laminar flame front in a long tube with 
open ends and nonslip boundary conditions at the walls. The main parameter of the 
problem is the scaled tube width D . Taking into account the characteristic 

unit of velocity dimension U  and the characteristic length scale D , we obtain 

the characteristic time of the flame dynamics 

fL/

f

fUD /=τ . We performed 

simulations for a tube width in the range of 20 fLD 120≤≤ . In all simulations 
we started with the initially planar flame shape, but in a rather short time the 
planar flame front has been distorted because of the interaction with the walls and 
with the flow. Characteristic evolution of the flame shape is presented in Fig. 3.1 
for a tube of width D . The flame isotherms (from 600 to 2100 K with a fL40=
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step of 300 K) are shown in Fig. 3.1 for different time instants. As we can see in 
Fig. 3.1 for D , the flame front acquires a strongly curved shape by the 

time instant 
fL40=
τ238.0=t  (position b), which is accompanied by noticeable flame 

acceleration. However, the flame acceleration stops quite soon; it is followed by 
fast deceleration. As a result of the deceleration, the flame shape becomes much 
flatter (positions c and d) with the flame velocity only slightly different from that 
of the planar flame U . After some time, the flame front accelerates again 
(position e), which is followed by one more deceleration (position f): the flame 
front oscillates.  

f

fL40=

11

.4=

The pulsations described above originate from thermal expansion in the 
burning process, which is realistically strong in our simulations, Θ . A flame 
front produces new volume of the gas all the time, which is pushed in both 
directions. Characteristic streamlines of the flow are shown in Fig. 3.2 for the tube 
of width D  at the time instant 

8=

641.4/ =τt . The flame isotherms are 
also shown in the same figure: the flame front has the concave shape described 
above. All streamlines originate at the flame front and tend to infinity in the fresh 
fuel mixture or burnt gas, respectively. Only a few streamlines close to the cusp 
cross the flame front. In the vicinity of the front we can see the contribution of the 
perpendicular component of the flame velocity to the shape of the streamlines. As 
we move away from the flame, the flow becomes plane-parallel both in the fuel 
mixture and in the burnt matter. 

 

Fig. 3.2: Characteristic streamlines of the flow in a tube of width D fL40=  at 

the time instant 641/τt . The flame isotherms correspond to K2100600 −  
with a step of K300 . 
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Fig. 3.3: The scaled increase in the flame length 1−DwD  versus time for 
different tube widths 100,40,30=fLD  (a–c, respectively). The labels (a)–(f) 
in figure b correspond to the same time instants as presented in Fig. 3.1. The 
dashed lines in b, c present the average increase of the flame shape 1−DDw .  
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Modifications of the flame shape like that shown in Fig. 3.1 lead to increase or 
decrease of the relative length of the flame front DwD . Figures 3.3a–3.3c 
present the time dependence of the scaled flame length for the different tube 
widths. In the case of narrow tubes, D fL30=  shown in Fig. 3.3a, the 
oscillations are well pronounced. The oscillation amplitude varies in time while 
the oscillation period is much smaller than the characteristic time of amplitude 
variations. Within the accuracy of simulations we can say that the period of 
oscillations does not depend on the amplitude (or depends only a little). Due to the 
particular choice of initial conditions the amplitude of oscillations is rather large at 
the beginning, but it decreases in time, until it becomes an order of magnitude 
smaller at 10/ ≈τt . The last value shows the characteristic time of the amplitude 
relaxation. For comparison, the oscillation period at that time is about τ55.0 . The 
flame length oscillates around some average value, which is about 

. Still, in the case of D65.1=D/>< Dw fL30=  the oscillations are not 
strong, with the characteristic difference between maximum and minimum at the 
end of the simulation run ( 12.0/)minmax =− D

)(

DD  noticeably smaller than the 
average value. Respectively, on a time scale much smaller than the time of 
amplitude variations the dependence tDD =  looks close to the sinusoidal one. 
Taking a wider tube, D fL40= , we observe qualitative change in the 

dependence )(tDD = , see Fig. 3.3b. In that simulation run the oscillations are 
rather strong with the maximal distortion of the flame shape, 1.3max / =DD , 
noticeably exceeding both the average value 65.1/ =>< D

)(

Dw  and the minimal 
one . The average value is shown in Fig. 3.3b by the dashed line. 
Because of the large amplitude, the oscillations are strongly nonlinear. Instead of a 
symmetric sine function, the time-dependence 

13.1/ =DminD

tDD =  exhibits a combination 
of sharp peaks of acceleration–deceleration of the flame front, followed by 
relatively quiet minima. As we increase the tube width further, this tendency of the 
nonlinear oscillations becomes more pronounced, as we can see, for example, in 
Fig. 3.3c for D . In this case the oscillation period becomes noticeably 
larger, and relative time spent by the flame close to the minimum is about four 
times longer than the duration of the sharp peak with abrupt acceleration–
deceleration of the flame front. One more interesting tendency of the nonlinear 
oscillations, which may be observed in Fig. 3.3c, is the second small peak 
following the first large one. The secondary peaks become noticeable in wide 

fL100=
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tubes starting from ( ) fL9080 −=

fL/

D . Similar effects have been observed for 
thermal-diffusion oscillations of the flame front (Tse and Zhao 2005), in problems 
related to phase-transition (Frankel et al. 1994), etc. Development of the second 
peak indicates a general tendency of transition from regular oscillations to chaos 
through period doubling (Landau and Livshitz 1989, Frankel et al. 1994). In 
simpler one-dimensional problems such as that studied in (Frankel et al. 1994) one 
can trace all characteristic steps in the transition scenario from weak linear 
oscillations, to strongly nonlinear sharp peaks and quiet minima in the time-
dependence, and then to period doubling, and finally to chaotic pulsations. The 
main parameters of the oscillations are presented in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 versus the 
scaled tube width D . Fig. 3.4 shows the period of the flame oscillations pτ . 

We can see that the period grows strongly with the tube width, from ττ 57.0≈p  

for the moderate width 30=fLD  up to ττ 6.5≈p  in the case of 

110=fLD . We recall that the characteristic time unit fUD /=τ  depends on 

the tube width D  too. Therefore, in absolute time units the oscillation period 
grows even stronger. 
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Fig. 3.4: The scaled period of the flame oscillations ττ /p  versus the scaled tube 

width . fLD /
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Fig. 3.5: The scaled increase in the flame length  (filled markers) and 
the scaled increase in the flame velocity 

1/ −DDw

1/ −fw UU  versus scaled tube 

width . fLD /
 
Increasing the tube width by a factor of 3.66 we obtain an oscillation period 36 (!) 
times larger: it varies from ffp UL /17≈τ  at 30=fLD  to ffp UL /614≈τ  

at 110=fLD . Extrapolating such a result for larger D , we may suggest that 
the flame pulsations are not so easy to observe in wide tubes. The intervals of 
quasistationary flame propagation become very long, while relative duration of the 
sharp peaks of violent acceleration–deceleration of a flame front tends 
asymptotically to zero. Still, this does not mean that the nonslip effects at the walls 
do not play any role in the flame propagation in wide tubes. One has to remember 
that even the quasi-stationary flame has a curved shape because of the boundary 
conditions. Fig. 3.5 presents the average increase of the flame length in the 
oscillations versus the tube width (the filled markers). The average value varies 
only a little, 1 65.1/49. << DDw , for tube widths within the domain 
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110/20 << DDw . For comparison, the other plot of Fig. 3.5 shows the average 
increase of the flame velocity, U  (see empty markers). Both plots in Fig. 
3.5 come quite close and look quite similar; the average flame velocity also 
decreases slowly with increasing tube width.  

fw U/

2f

Finally in the Paper 3 we compared our results to the experiment (Lee and 
Lee 2003). Since the authors of (Lee and Lee 2003) were mainly interested in 
influence of turbulence on the flame speed they tried to eliminate the effect of 
nonslip walls by introducing special correction coefficient . The coefficient was 
measured experimentally as the increase in the visual flame length, which is 
equivalent to the value D investigated in our paper. Though, the authors of 
(Lee and Lee, 2003) did not deal with laminar flames, it was possible to make 
extrapolation of the coefficient  to the region of laminar flames. We found that 
the correction coefficient found experimentally agrees rather well with the velocity 
amplification obtained in Paper 3. 

2f

Dw /
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4. Flame acceleration as a first step in detonation 
triggering 
 

Two regimes of premixed burning are well-known: a slow subsonic regime 
of flame and a fast supersonic regime of detonation (Landau and Livshitz 1989, 
Williams 1985). Chemical reaction propagates in these two regimes due to 
different physical mechanisms, and for the same fuel mixture the velocities of a 
flame and a detonation typically differ by three-four orders of magnitude. Still, 
quite often in the experiments a flame in a tube may spontaneously accelerate until 
it triggers detonation (Roy et al. 2004, Shelkin 1940, William 1985). Acceleration 
of premixed flames and transition to detonation is one of the most important and, 
probably, one of the least understood problems in combustion science. Numerous 
experimental studies have demonstrated the following steps in the transition, 
presented on Fig. 4.0.1: a flame accelerates, pushes weak shocks, the shocks 
interact, get stronger, compress and heat the fresh fuel mixture, which finally 
explodes somewhere between the leading shock and the flame front and produces 
detonation.  
 

 

Compression / shock
waves

Flame 
acceleration

Heating of the  
Cold gas

Detonation Explosion 

Reduction of the 
reaction time

 
Fig. 4.0.1: Mechanism of the DDT. 
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4.1 Flame front acceleration and boundary conditions 
 

For a long time there was very limited theoretical understanding of the 
flame acceleration, which is the reason and the most important part in the flame-
detonation transition. The first explanation of the acceleration was suggested by 
Shelkin in the classical work (Shelkin 1940); the explanation is related to the 
nonslip boundary conditions at the walls. The acceleration mechanism is 
schematically presented on Fig. 4.1.1. As a flame front propagates from a closed 
tube end, the burning matter expands; it pushes a flow of the fresh fuel mixture; 
friction at the tube walls makes the flow nonuniform, which bends the flame front, 
increases the flame velocity and leads eventually to the flame acceleration. On the 
basis of that idea Shelkin has proposed a semiempirical criterion of flame 
acceleration, according to which any realistic flame with large density drop at the 
front is expected to accelerate from a closed tube end. However, since the time of 
Shelkin, there was a common opinion that flame acceleration is impossible without 
external turbulent flow. That was a fatal trouble for constructing the acceleration 
theory, because turbulent burning is a key problem of combustion science, which 
has not been solved yet in spite of almost a century of intensive research. In 
addition, if we forget the complications due to burning, still much controversy 
remains about turbulence itself even in the simplest classical configurations such 
as flows in tubes (Chen et al. 2003). By this reason, Shelkin’s explanation of the 
flame acceleration has not been transformed into a theory, which could describe 
the process and predict the acceleration parameters. Moreover, as the combustion 
science developed further, other candidates for the explanation of accelerating 
flames appeared. One of them was the DL instability of the flame front (Landau 
and Livshitz 1989, Williams 1985), which corrugates an initially planar flame 
front and increases the flame velocity. For a long time it was unknown, how strong 
the flame acceleration because of the instability may be.  
 

 
 

Flame 
elongates 

Flow velocity 
increases

Flame velocity 
increases

Fig. 4.1.1: The mechanism of flame acceleration. 
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Recent results on the nonlinear stage of the DL instability with realistic density 
drop at the front have shown that in the case of limited hydrodynamic length scale 
(e.g., for flames in tubes) the acceleration is too weak and too short to provide the 
detonation triggering for realistic flame parameters (Bychkov et al. 1996, Bychkov 
et al. 1997, Bychkov and Liberman 2000). Of course, the DL instability may lead 
to unlimited acceleration in the opening (Bychkov and Liberman 2000, Gostintsev 
et al. 1988, Bradley et al. 2001), but the shock waves generated by a flame in the 
opening diverge and decay. Another acceleration mechanism was proposed in 
(Clanet and Searby 1996), which is coupled to the transition from statistically 
spherical to statistically planar geometry of flame propagation on the early stages 
of burning in tubes just after ignition. This mechanism works also for a very short 
time; it fails as soon as the flame touches a tube wall. 

Only recently a constructive idea was suggested (Kagan and Sivashinsky 
2003, Ott et al. 2003) that turbulence plays a supplementary role in the 
acceleration, which is possible even for laminar flames with nonslip at the tube 
walls. The idea was probed in a few numerical simulation runs and revived the 
interest to the Shelkin explanation of flame acceleration. The idea of laminar flame 
acceleration is incredibly helpful for the theory because it allows the 
understanding of the effect independently of the unsolved problems of turbulent 
combustion. In Paper 4 and 5 we developed the analytical theory of flame 
accelerations which explains the effect and predicts its main tendencies. 
 
Theory of accelerating flames 

 
To be particular, we considered a laminar flame propagating in a two-dimensional 
(Paper 4) and axisymmetric (Paper 5) tube of radius R  with adiabatic walls and 
nonslip at the walls as shown schematically in Fig. 4.1.2. Burning matter expands 
as it passes the flame front; density ratio of the fuel mixture fρ  and the burnt gas 

bρ  is typically rather large, 85 −==Θ bf ρρ . Because of the thermal 
expansion, a flame propagating from the closed tube end pushes the fresh fuel 
mixture and generates a flow. As we have found below in the numerical 
simulations, the stream ahead of the flame may be well approximated by a plane 
parallel flow along the walls. In the theory we assume the flow ahead of the flame 
to be exactly plane parallel. Of course, a solution obtained in such a way is only an 
approximate one. In order to describe dynamics of a thin flame front rigorously 
one has to solve the gas-dynamic equations in the fuel mixture and in the burnt 
matter, and to match the solutions at the flame front (Bychkov and Liberman 
2000).  
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Fig. 4.1.2: Accelerating flame in a tube with nonslip at the walls and with one 
closed end. 
 
However, the complete rigorous solution of gas-dynamic flame equations is an 
extremely difficult problem, which has been solved so far only in some asymptotic 
limits and/or under simplifying assumptions. Making the assumption of a plane-
parallel flow of the fuel mixture we may describe only the flame acceleration 
because of the boundary conditions, but cannot take into account the DL instability 
(Bychkov and Liberman 2000). Still, the flame acceleration because of the no slip 
at the walls is so strong, that the instability working in the same geometry provides 
only tiny corrections to the burning rate. As we will see below, our assumption 
works quite well in the case of well-developed flame acceleration. On the contrary, 
contribution of the DL instability may be significant in the very beginning of the 
acceleration process. 

In the theory we use the traditional approach of an infinitely thin flame 
front propagating locally with normal velocity fU  with respect to the fuel mixture 

(Williams 1985, Bychkov and Liberman 2000). The normal velocity fU  may be 
treated as a hydrodynamic constant determined by thermochemical parameters of a 
particular fuel mixture. However, the total burning rate wU  is different from the 
normal velocity fU : it shows how much fuel mixture is consumed per unit time 
by the whole flame front and how much energy is produced. As a result, the larger 
the flame surface area in comparison with the tube cross section, the larger the 
burning rate. In case of 2D geometry (Paper 4) the relative increase in the burning 
rate is simply equal to the increase in the total length wD  of the flame front 

RDUU wfw 2= . In the case of axisymmetric geometry (Paper 5) the relative 
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increase in the burning rate is equal to the increase in the total flame surface  of 

the flame front 
wS

2RSU wfwU π= . Because of the flame propagation, volume of 

the burning gas increases by ( )1 wUR 2π−Θ  per unit time, which generates a flow 
with the average velocity 
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where <  designates averaging over the tube cross section. The generated flow 
is not uniform. Friction stops the gas close to the walls, while flow velocities at the 
tube axis are larger than the average one. The nonuniform velocity profile distorts 
the flame shape, which leads to the flame acceleration. As we show below, 
asymptotically in time the flame accelerates exponentially, 

>...

U w ∝ .     (4.1.2) 
The dimensionless acceleration rate  is an eigenvalue, which has to be found 
from the problem solution. 

The solution to the Navier-Stokes equations for a flame accelerating in 
2D channel gives the velocity profile (Paper 4): 

)
µ

µ
sinh

12, −Θ=
RrUu wDz ,  (4.1.3) 

where  
σµ = .     (4.1.4) 

In the case of an axisymmetric tube the solution to the Navier-Stokes equations for 
an accelerating flame gives the velocity profile (Paper 5): 

( ) )
µ2, 1

Rr
Uu wDz −Θ= ,   (4.1.5) 

where  and ( )rI 0 ( )rI1  are the modified Bessel function of zero and first order. 
 A flame front may be described by the function 

( ) ( ) ( )trftrztrz ff ,,, += , where  stands for flame top and  describes the 

flame shape with 

f

( ),0 =tf  by definition. In that case any point of the flame 

front propagates with local speed ) 2121 f⊥∇+u  in z-direction. The flow 
(4.1.3) in the case of 2D channel and (4.1.5) in the case of cylindrical tube 
determines u  in the expression for the local velocity. The second term originates 
due to the curved flame shape. Because of unlimited flame acceleration, after a 

z
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short transition time we have ( ) 1212 >>∇⊥ f  everywhere except for the region 
around the flame top. Then the evolution equation of the flame front becomes 

( ) ( ),,0, tutrufUtf zzf −=∇+∂∂ ⊥    (4.1.6) 
which leads to the exponential acceleration of the flame front 

( ) ( ) ( )RtUrtrf f /exp, σΦ= .    (4.1.7) 
Solving Eq. (4.1.6) for the case of 2D channel geometry (Paper 4) we obtained the 
flame acceleration rate  

( )
( )
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2

2

2 1
1Re

Re41
Re4

1Re
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−
Θ

+
−

=Dσ .   (4.1.8) 

The acceleration rate decreases with the Reynolds number. In case of high 
Reynolds numbers the formula (4.1.8) simplifies to 

Re

2Θ
=σ .      (4.1.9) 

In the case of cylindrical geometry it is impossible to obtain exact analytical 
solution of the Eq. (4.1.6). Still we can find an approximate solution in the limit of 

1>>µ  which usually takes place in practice. In the zero order approximation and 
in the limit of 1>>µ  the acceleration rate σ  equals to (Paper 5) 

( ) 2

1
Re

181
4

Re








−

−Θ
+=cylσ .    (4.1.10) 

In the limit of high Reynolds numbers the formula (4.1.10) simplifies to  
( )

Re
14 2−Θ

=cylσ .     (4.1.11) 

We would like to mention that in the case of high Reynolds numbers the 
acceleration rate in a cylindrical tube is approximately four times larger that in a 
2D channel: Dcyl 24σσ ≈ . 
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Modelling of the accelerating flames in tube with nonslip at the walls 
 

To validate the theory we have performed direct numerical simulations of 
the hydrodynamic combustion equations including transport processes and 
chemical kinetics. The computer code used in 2D geometry was the same as in 
Paper 3. A similar code was used in the cylindrical geometry. This solver is well 
described in Papers 5 and 6. We used the expansion factor 8=Θ , the 
thermochemical parameters were adjust to provide planar flame speed 

. cm/s7.34=fU
The main parameter of the simulations is the Reynolds number related to 

flame propagation 

Pr
1Re

f

f

L
RRU

==
µ

ρ
,     (4.1.12) 

which we varied by changing the tube radius R  with respect to the flame 
thickness. The other parameter coming into the formula (4.1.12) for the Reynolds 
number is the Prandtl number. We have considered P 0.1,5.0r =  in the 
simulation. Figure 4.1.3 shows typical evolution of the flame shape in the 
simulation run for Re 25= , 1Pr = . The flame shape is presented by isotherms 

 plotted with the step in temperature ( TK600 ≤≤ )K2100 K300=∆T  for 
different time instants. 
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Fig. 4.1.3: Evolution of the flame isotherms (from 600 to 2100 K with the step of 
300 K) in the simulation run for 25Re = , the tube half-width  and the 

unit Prandtl number P
fLR 25=

1r = . The positions (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) correspond to the 
time instants t ( )17096 ., ., s 10060 3-, 4032 ,,. ×= , respectively. 
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Fig. 4.1.4: Characteristic flame shape and streamlines of the flow in a tube of 
radius  (Paper 4). Figure 4.1.4a uses a reduced scale in z-direction. Fig. 
4.1.4b shows the flame shape at earlier time instant in equal scales in both axes. 
The dashed lines on Fig. 4.1.4a present the isotherms within the domain 

fLR 25=

K2100K600 ≤≤ T . Fig. 4.1.4a also presents a flame shape obtained 
theoretically (red line). 
 
As we can see, the initial planar flame becomes distorted quite fast; the flame front 
acquires a curved shape, which remains self-similar in the following evolution. To 
perform the quantitative comparison of the flame shape with the theoretical 
predictions, we have plotted the theoretical flame shape and the isotherms obtained 
in the numerical simulations on one figure, Fig. 4.1.4a, for Re 25= , 1Pr =  at 
the time instant 15.1=RftU . According to Fig. 4.1.4a, the theoretical 
predictions agree quite well with the numerical results. Only two interesting 
features are different for the theory and the simulations in Fig. 4.1.4a. First, in the 
simulations the flame front becomes wider close to the walls in comparison with 
the central part of the tube. Such an effect is, obviously, beyond the scope of the 
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model of an infinitely thin front used in the theory. Second, we can observe a little 
trough close to the tube axis in the simulations, while the theory predicts a flat top 
of the flame front. A similar trough was observed in earlier simulations of the 
accelerating flames (Kagan and Sivashinsky 2003, Ott et al. 2003). At present we 
cannot say for sure what the origin of the trough is. One possibility is that it 
develops because of the particular initial conditions, which were basically the 
same in the present paper and in the earlier papers (Kagan and Sivashinsky 2003, 
Ott et al. 2003). The other possibility is that the trough is a footprint of the DL 
instability developing at the locally planar part of the flame front close to the tube 
axis. We would like to stress that the locally planar part of the flame is 
accelerating. In the accelerating reference frame the flame experiences an effective 
gravity pointing from the heavy fuel mixture to the light burning products. As a 
result the DL instability at the planar flame top must be enhanced by the Rayleigh-
Taylor instability similar to the studies (Bychkov et al. 1996, Bychkov et al. 1997, 
Bychkov and Liberman 2000). The flow configuration in that case resembles also 
the hydrodynamic instability (DL plus Rayleigh-Taylor) in the ablation flow of the 
inertial confined fusion (Bychkov et al. 1994). 
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Fig. 4.1.5: The velocity profile u  scaled by the amplitude U . The solid line 
shows the theoretical result (4.1.3). The markers correspond to the simulation 
results for Re , 

z max

25= 1Pr =  at the distances RR;R; 352010  (circles, triangles 
and crosses) from the flame at the time instant 15.1=RftU . The arrows 
illustrate the direction of the flow. 
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Figure 4.1.4 presents also the streamlines of the flow produced by the 
accelerating flame. As we can see, the streamlines are parallel to the tube walls 
with a good accuracy everywhere up to the flame front, which justifies the 
assumption of the plane-parallel flow made in the theory. To check this property of 
the flow quantitatively, in Fig. 4.1.5 we have presented the velocity distribution 
ahead of the flame. front for the simulation run with Re 25= , 1Pr =  at the time 
instant 15.1=RtU f . The markers correspond to the simulation results at the 

distances RR;R; 352010  (circles, triangles, and crosses) from the flame. The 
arrows illustrate the direction of the flow. As we can see, the velocity profile does 
not change as we move away from the flame front. This is true, of course, as long 
as the distance is not too large, for which even tiny effects of gas compression and 
nonzero Mach number may become noticeable. Figure 4.1.5 compares also the 
numerical results and the theoretical predictions for the velocity profile given by 
Eq. (4.1.3).We can see that the theory agrees quite well with the numerical 
simulations. Modifications of the flame shape shown in Fig. 4.1.3 produce some 
increase in the burning rate U . Time variations of the scaled burning rate w

fw UU  are presented in Fig. 4.1.6 by solid lines for different simulation 

parameters  (20,10Re = 1Pr = ) and Re 30=  ( 5.0Pr = ). As we can see, in 
the initial stage of small flame curvature 11 <<−fw UU  a flame accelerates in 
a relatively slow regime. However, quite soon the acceleration becomes 
exponential. Roughly speaking, we may treat the acceleration regime as 
exponential when ( ) f⊥∇≈21f⊥∇+ 21 , which holds with the accuracy of 25% 

already for 2≈∇⊥ f . Indeed, as we can see in Fig. 4.1.6, the acceleration regime 

becomes exponential with rather good accuracy for 5.22 −=fw UU . The 
dashed lines in Fig. 4.1.6 show the respective exponential approximations for 
every plot. Because of the exponential acceleration the burning rate fUwU  
increased by order of magnitude in a rather short time determined by the inverse 
acceleration rate. The increase of the burning rate could be even stronger, but in 
that case we would be out of the laminar regime. We would like to stress that the 
velocity increase obtained in the flame acceleration is much stronger than that 
provided by the DL instability. 
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Fig. 4.1.6: The burning rate U  versus time for Re  ( Pfw U/ 20,10= 1r = ) and 

 (30Re = 5.0Pr = ). The solid lines present the simulation results, the dashed 
lines present respective exponential approximation. 
 

For comparison, in the same geometry but with ideal slip at the walls the 
DL instability increases the burning rate only by ( )%3020 −  relative to 
(Bychkov et al. 1996, Bychkov and Liberman 2000, Travnikov et al. 2000). Figure 
4.1.7 shows the acceleration rate 

fU  

σ  versus the Reynolds number both for case of 
2D geometry and axisymmetric tube, the solid line and the markers present the 
theory, Eq. (4.1.8) for 2D geometry, the solution of the Eq. (4.1.6) for 
axisymmetric geometry, and the simulation results. As we can see, the theory 
predicts the acceleration rate quite well both qualitatively and quantitatively. In 
agreement with the theory we observe strong decrease of the acceleration rate with 
the Reynolds number. The numerical results deviate from the theoretical 
predictions only for narrow tubes 7≤fLR , when the finite flame thickness 
influences the acceleration. 

In Papers 4 and 5 we have developed the analytical theory of flame 
acceleration in tubes. In agreement with Shelkin’s idea, the flame accelerates 
because of the nonslip boundary conditions at the tube walls. The developed 
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theory predicts the main features of flame acceleration: the exponential in time 
regime of acceleration; the acceleration rate; the flame shape; and the velocity 
profile in the flow pushed by the flame front. According to the theory, the 
acceleration rate decreases with the Reynolds number (for example, with increase 
of the tube width). We have validated the analytical theory by extensive direct 
numerical simulations of the combustion equations including transport processes 
and chemical kinetics. Predictions of the analytical theory are in a good agreement 
with the numerical results. 
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Fig. 4.1.5: The acceleration rate versus Reynolds number. The dashed line and 
empty triangles shows the theoretical and numerical results respectively obtained 
for 2D geometry. The solid line and filled triangles shows the theoretical and 
numerical results respectively obtained for cylindrical geometry. 
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4.2 Flame acceleration at early stages of burning 
 

In Papers 4 and 5 we considered the flame acceleration mechanism 
caused by the flame-wall interaction (Shelkin’s mechanism). Another interesting 
example of flame acceleration has been suggested and studied experimentally by 
Clanet and Searby (Clanet and Searby 1996). Let us consider a flame propagating 
in a cylindrical tube of radius R  with ideally slip adiabatic walls as shown in Fig. 
4.2.1. One end of the tube is closed; the flame is ignited at the symmetry axis at 
the closed end. In that case the flame front develops from a hemispherical shape at 
the beginning to the "finger"-shape, see Fig. 4.2.1. Clanet and Searby found that 
“finger”-shaped flame accelerates. To make understanding of the “finger”-shaped 
flame easier authors of (Clanet and Searby 1996) considered the total area of the 
flame front S  as a sum of “skirt” and “tip” areas. The main contribution to the 

 comes from the “skirt”. The simple model proposed be Clanet and Searby give 
that flame accelerates exponentially in time with the growth rate 

w

wS
σ  equaled to 

R
U fΘ= 2σ .      (4.2.1) 

It is interesting to compare this effect to the Shelkin acceleration mechanism. The 
growth rate RU fΘ2  is rather large in comparison with that obtained according 
to the Shelkin scenario for laminar flames (Paper 4 and 5). However, the Shelkin 
mechanism is not limited in time; it takes place until the detonation is triggered. 
On the contrary, the acceleration mechanism (Clanet and Searby 1996) works in a 
short time interval, and it is unlikely to produce the DDT under the normal 
conditions. 
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Fig. 4.2.1: Combustion geometry used in experiment (Clanet and Searby, 1996). 
The acceleration starts when the flame evolves from the hemispherical kernel to 
the finger-shaped front of Fig. 4.2.1 ( t ); the acceleration stops when the 

flame skirt touches the wall ( ). According to the experimental 
measurements (Clanet and Searby 1996), one has 

spht>

walltt >

fsph UR1.0t ≈ , 

fwall URt 26.0≈ , which leaves only a short time interval 

fsphwall URtt 16.0=−  for the acceleration. It is interesting how strongly the 
flame surface area may increase during such a short time interval, but (Clanet and 
Searby 1996) did not address this question. The purpose of the Paper 6 was to 
answer this question as well as to clarify other aspects of the flame acceleration 
obtained experimentally by Clanet and Searby. 
 We consider a flame propagating in a cylindrical tube of radius R  with 
ideally slip adiabatic walls and with one end closed. The flame is ignited at the 
symmetry axis at the closed end. We employ the standard model of an 
infinitesimally thin flame front, which propagates normally with the velocity U . 
At the beginning, the flame is ignited at the tube axis at the closed end. We 
obtained that flame expands spherically during the time 

f

,
2
1
α

τ ≈sph       (4.2.2) 

where  
( )1−ΘΘ=α .     (4.2.3) 

Then flame acquires the “finger” shape and accelerates exponentially until it 
touches the tube wall at the time instant 









−Θ
+Θ

=
α
α

α
τ ln

2 f
wall U

R
.    (4.2.4) 

We found the acceleration rate σ , which slightly differs from the acceleration 
obtained in (Clanet and Searby 1996) 

( )122 −ΘΘ== ασ .     (4.2.5) 
 In Paper 6 we also obtained the total flame surface (the total burning rate) at the 
end of the flame acceleration 

1
2 2

2

+Θ
Θ

=RS π .     (4.2.6) 
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Thus, for stoichiometric propane flames with 8=Θ  we should expect the 
maximal flame surface area as large as 2.142 ≈RS π . Still, in the case of slip 
walls the acceleration stops when the flame front touches the wall. Then the flame 
front becomes flatter, after which the convex flame transforms to the concave 
shape. 

To assess accuracy of the analytical theory developed in the previous 
section, we performed direct numerical simulations of the hydrodynamic and 
combustion equations including chemical kinetics and transport processes. We 
used the same numerical code with the same thermochemical parameters as 
described in Paper 5. Typical evolution of a flame ignited at the tube axis at the 
closed end wall is shown in Fig. 4.2.2 for the tube of radius R fL20= for 

different time instants 03.0,32.0,28.0,21.0,12.0,0/ .1,64.0,43=RftU  
(Figs. 4.2.2 a - h, respectively). 
 

(a)  (e)  

(b)  (f)  

(c)  (g)  

(d)  (h)  
 
Fig. 4.2.2: Flame shape for R fL20=  at the time instants 

. The colors designate the 
temperature from the cold gas (blue) to the burnt matter (red).  

03.0,32.0,28.0,21.0,12.0,0/ =RtU f .1,64.0,43
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The temperature distribution is described by the color (from blue in the fresh gas 
to red in the burnt matter). Mark that Figs. 4.2.2a-e are shown in the domain 

8/0 << Rz , but the domain is shifted along the z-axis in the other three figures 
to illustrate the flame structure better. Figure 4.2.2 illustrates different stages of 
flame dynamics. We observe expansion of the hemispherical flame at the initial 
stage (Figs. 4.2.2 a, b), acceleration of the "finger"-shaped flame in Figs. 4.2.2 c - 
e, fast deceleration of the fame in Fig. 4.2.2 f, the "tulip" flame in Fig. 4.2.2 g, 
which collapses again to an almost planar front in Fig. 4.2.2 h. Later, the flame 
will acquire a curved shape again because of the Darrieus-Landau (DL) instability 
(Zeldovich et al. 1985). 

Transition from the hemispherical shape to the "finger"-shape and the 
flame acceleration reproduce the model (Clanet and Searby 1996), Fig. 4.2.1, and 
the results of our theory presented in Paper 6. Still, one has to remember that the 
simulations are performed for a flame of finite thickness, and the limit of an 
infinitesimally thin flame front may be achieved only asymptotically. We start 
with a hemispherical flame front of small radius 3  shown in Fig. 4.2.2 a. At the 
initial stage the flame expands more or less uniformly outwards with the velocity 

; the factor Θ  comes due to the expansion of the burnt matter. The regime 
of hemispherical expansion goes on until the flow becomes affected noticeably by 
the tube side wall. According to the theory presented in Paper 6, for an expansion 
factor as large as Θ , it happens approximately half way from the axis to the 
wall. Figure 4.2.2 b corresponds roughly to the end of the hemispherical stage, 
though there is no exact definition of this time instant.  

fL

fUΘ

8=

 As soon as the walls influence the flow considerably, the flame becomes 
elongated, and it was described as the "finger"-shaped in the experiments (Clanet 
and Searby 1996). The skirt of the flame front is almost cylindrical at that stage 
(which looks almost planar in the axial cross-section shown in Fig. 4.2.2 d). In that 
case there is almost no flow in the radial direction in the fuel mixture, and the 
flame skirt propagates to the wall with the planar flame velocity U . Strong 
expansion of the burning matter leads to a strong flow in the axial direction in the 
burnt gas. This flow drifts the tip of the "finger"-shaped flame in the axial 
direction and produces the flame acceleration in agreement with the experiments 
(Clanet and Searby 1996) and the theory presented in Paper 6. By the end of the 
acceleration process, the height of the fame tip Z  is much larger than the tube 

radius. Because of the elongated shape, the surface area of the flame front S  is 

f

tip

w
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much larger than the tube cross-section 2Rπ  (which is the surface area of a planar 
flame propagating in the same tube). 

0.

Uf

Ztip

Sw

R

When the flame skirt touches the walls at the time instant t  the 
acceleration stops. Because of the small angle between the flame and the wall, the 
propagation velocity of the angle point exceeds considerably the planar flame 
velocity; the skirt catches up the flame tip rather fast. The surface area of the flame 
front decreases drastically, and the flame decelerates as shown in Figs. 4.2.2 e, f. 
The deceleration is accompanied by one more interesting effect, which may be 
observed in Figs. 4.2.2 e - g: the convex flame tip in Fig. 4.2.2 e becomes flat in 
Fig. 4.2.2 f and inverted (concave) in Fig. 4.2.2 g. Similar modifications of the 
flame shape have been observed experimentally in (Clanet and Searby 1996). In a 
certain sense they are related to the "tulip"- flame phenomenon (Gonzalez et al. 
1992, Gonzalez 1996). However, the concave shape of the flame front in Fig. 4.2.2 
g is not stationary; it is much more elongated than the respective stationary 
concave flames developing because of the DL instability (Bychkov et al. 1997). 
By this reason, the tulip shape collapses producing an almost planar flame front in 
Fig. 4.2.2 h. At this point we typically stopped the simulation runs. 
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Fig. 4.2.3: The scaled flame surface area, 2/ Rπ , the tip position, Z , and 

the skirt position, , versus time for 
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Figure 4.2.3 presents together the flame surface area, the tip position and 
the position of the flame skirt when it moves along the tube side wall for 

20=fLR . We can see clearly that the abrupt drop of the surface area happens 

at the time instant t , which is the starting point for the "skirt"-plot. wall

Finally, we would like to compare the prediction values for the 
acceleration rates obtained analytically in Paper 6 with experimental results 
(Clanet and Searby, 1996). Figure 4.2.4 compares the experimental results (Clanet 
and Searby, 1996) on the growth rate to the theoretical formulas for different 
equivalence ratios of propane flames for tubes of two radii cmR 5.2=  and 

cmR 5= . In order to perform the comparison, we have taken the values of the 
planar flame velocity U  and the expansion factor f Θ  for propane flames versus 

the equivalence ratio φ  from (Davies et al. 2002).  
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Fig. 4.2.4: The acceleration rate versus the equivalence ration for propane-air 
flames in tubes of radii cmR 5.2=  and cmR 5= . The filled markers show the 
experimental results (Clanet and Searby, 1996); the solid lines and empty markers 
shows the theoretical predictions obtained in Paper 6. 
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The filled markers in Fig. 4.2.4 show the experimental results for the 
growth rate (Clanet and Searby, 1996), the curves present the theoretical results; 
the empty markers on the curves correspond to the data for U  and f Θ  available 
in (Davies et al. 2002). We can see that the theoretical predictions agree quite well 
with the experiments. 
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5. Flame-acoustic resonance in tubes with nonslip 
walls 
 

The results of Papers 3, 4 and 5 clearly demonstrate that flame dynamics 
depends qualitatively on the boundary conditions as the flow configuration. In case 
of tube with open ends we have statistically stationary oscillating flame front 
(Paper 3). When flame propagates from the closed tube end to the open one then 
we have an acceleration of the flame front (Papers 4 and 5). 

In Papers 7 and 8 we considered flame propagation in a tube with no slip 
at the walls from the open end to the closed one (Fig. 5.1). The flame front moving 
to the closed tube end generates acoustic waves due to intrinsic front oscillations. 
The acoustic waves are reflected from the closed tube end and make the flame 
front more corrugated. To study the flame-acoustic interaction we performed 
extensive numerical simulations (Paper 7 and 8). We used the same 2D Navier-
Stokes solver as in Papers 3 and 4 with the same thermo-chemical parameters as in 
Paper 3. 

The scaled burning rate fw UU  versus time is shown in Fig. 5.2. Figs 

5.2a-5.2c correspond to different tube lengths 100,40,20=DL  and the same 
tube width fLD 10= . In rather short tubes, 40,20=DL , Figs. 5.2a, 5.2b, we 
can observe quasistationary flame propagation at the beginning and at the end of 
burning, with flame oscillations in the middle of the tube. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.1: Flame propagation from the open end to the closed one in a tube with no 
slip at the walls. 
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Fig. 5.2: The scaled burning rate fw UU  versus time for D  and (a) fL10=

DL 20= ; (b) DL 40= ; (c) DL 100= . 
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During the quasi-stationary burning the flame front is curved; it is curious that the 
flame curvature is noticeably stronger at the end of burning. For comparison, in a 
tube with 20=DL , the quasi-stationary burning rate is about 35.1=fw UU  

at the beginning and 88.1=fw UU  at the end. In longer tubes, 100=DL , 
active flame oscillations happen almost all the time, so that intervals of quasi-
stationary burning become negligible. The main feature of the flame dynamics in 
all tubes is, of course, oscillations of the flame shape and the burning rate. In a 
short tube, 20=DL , the oscillation amplitude is rather small, but the period is 
well determined, 6.0≈ττ p . In a longer tube, 40=DL , we observe much 

stronger oscillations with the maximal burning rate about 8.2=fw UU  and the 

average rate about 94.1>=< . The characteristic oscillation amplitude in 

Fig. 5.2b is about A . The oscillation period is within the domain 
fw UU

fU≅
163.0 << ττ p .The uncertainty in obtaining the period is related to the 

nonlinear effects. When the oscillation amplitude is close to the maximal value 
( 148 << τt ), we can see the traces of period doubling. The effect of period 
doubling is even more pronounced in a longer tube 100=DL  at 

4530 << τt . In a tube with 100=DL  we can clearly see two regimes of 
oscillations. First, similar to shorter tubes, the flame oscillates rather regularly 
within the interval 30<<5 τt . Then we observe transition to noticeably 
stronger nonlinear oscillations at 4530 << τt . Still, unlike the experiments 
(Searby 1992), this transition does not involve the parametric instability: during 
the oscillations, the flame cusp always points to the burnt matter with no inversion 
of the flame shape. As we show below, in the present simulations the second 
regime implies stronger oscillations because of the flame–acoustic resonance. 
Stronger nonlinearity leads to period doubling, which is well known as the first 
step in the transition to turbulence and chaos (Landau and Lifshitz 1989).  

The effect of period doubling may be described as smaller/larger 
amplitude for every second pulsation. Similar effects have been obtained in other 
problems of flame dynamics and front propagation (Frankel et al. 1994, Tse et al. 
2005). For example, Ref. (Frankel et al. 1994) demonstrated transition from 
regular oscillations to chaos through a sequence of period doubling for an 
exothermal front (phase transition). In the present case, the flame dynamics 
depends strongly on flame position in the tube. 
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Fig. 5.3: The scaled burning rate fw UU  versus time for DL 40=  and (a) 

; (b) fLD 35= fLD 50= . 

 
We investigated the oscillation parameters for the tube widths 

6010 << fLD , as large as the computational resources allowed. Flame 

oscillations in wider tubes 25>fLD  were especially interesting. Figure 5.3 
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shows the scaled burning rate versus time in the tubes of width 50,35=fLD  
(Figs. 5.3a and 5.3b, respectively). First of all, one notices an extremely strong 
flame folding, with the burning rate reaching values as large as 

5331 −=fw UU  at some maxima. This violent folding of the flame front is 

illustrated in Fig. 5.4 for 35=fLD at the time instants 

. In spite of a rather small tube width (which implies 
considerable smoothing influence of thermal conduction), the flame front is 
strongly corrugated. In Fig. 5.4a we can see an elongated jet of the fuel mixture 
developing at the flame front. In Fig. 5.4b, most of the jet is separated from the 
main flame front by a “bottle-neck.” Finally, the jet collapses in Fig. 5.4c, pushing 
a blob of burnt matter into the fuel mixture. The flame structure in Fig. 5.4c looks 
quite similar to the experimental photo in Fig. 6a of Ref. (Searby 1992). The 
oscillation period in Fig. 5.3 varies slightly during the simulation run; one obtains 

77.6;75.6;71.6/ =DtU f

37.03.0 −=ττ p D = for  and fL35 9.055.0 −=ττ p  for fLD 50= . 

77.6;
35/ =fLD =

 

 
Fig. 5.4: Flame shape at the time instants 75.6;71.6/ =DftU  for a tube 

width and length DL 40 . The red colour designates burnt matter 
while blue colour designates fuel mixture. 

a) a) 
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Fig. 5.5: Characteristic amplitude of the highest peaks versus tube width. 
 
Figure 5.5 presents the characteristic amplitude of the flame oscillations fUA  

versus the scaled tube width  (the amplitude was calculated as average over 
four strongest peaks). One can see that the amplitude becomes really large, 

fLD /

3018 −=fUA , in tubes wider than 25/ =fLD . An interesting point is that 

tubes with 35,30/ =fLD  demonstrate single pulsation peaks of extreme 

strength, 50≅fw UU , with other peaks noticeably weaker. Such strong peaks 

were not observed in wider tubes, 6040/ −=fL

L35

D . Still, pulsations in wider 
tubes exhibit a larger number of strong peaks of relatively close height. For this 
reason, the characteristic pulsation amplitude averaged over four peaks changes 
less in Fig. 5.5. Figure 5.6 shows oscillations of the z-velocity component in the 
acoustic wave ahead of the flame front for D f= , which may be as large as 

. Similarly to Fig. 5.2, the reason for such large acoustic amplitude is 
a resonance between the flame oscillations and the acoustic mode. 

fa UU 63=
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Fig. 5.6: The time evolution of the scaled acoustic amplitude in the tube of width 

. 35/ =fLD
 

The physical nature of such violent folding resembles the development of 
the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability at the nonlinear stage. We remind that the RT 
instability develops at an interface between the heavy and light matter in a 
gravitational field. The nonlinear stage of the instability is typically described as 
large bubbles of light gas rising up and jets of the heavy gas falling down similar 
to the flow presented on Fig. 5.4, (Bychkov and Liberman 2000). In our case the 
“gravitational” field is produced by the acoustic waves. The effective gravitational 
acceleration may be evaluated as u azω , where aa τπω /2=  is a acoustic 
frequency ( aτ  is period of acoustic oscillations). The influence of gravitation is 
characterized by the inverse Froude number 

f

z

af
a

f

z

ff U
u

U
D

U
u

U
D

U
gD

τ
πω 22 == .   (5.1) 

Fig. 5.6 gives 60≈fz Uu and fa UD3.0≈τ . Thus, we obtain that the inverse 

Froude number is about 10 , which provides very strong acceleration for RT 
instability. Still, to be sure that RT instability had been developed we had to 

3
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compare characteristic growth rate of the RT instability ( ) to 
the half of period of the flame pulsations (the oscillating acceleration destabilizes 
the flame front during time 

( ) 2/12/1 /2 Dggk π=

2/aτ ): 

( /uT za

f
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20
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30

35

0 1 2 3
t/

4 5 6 7

( ) ) 2/12/1 2/ DTgk aa τπ= .    (5.2) 
Paper 7 gives value about 14 for expression (5.2). Thus, it is clearly seen that half 
of period is enough to develop the strong RT instability. 

All previous simulations were performed for tubes of very small size 
which is hardly possible to use in real combustion experiment. To be closer to real 
experimental setup we performed the simulations of flame dynamics in the wide 
tube of width D L200=  (Paper 8). The time evolution of the flame front 
velocity is presented on Fig. 5.7. Similarly to Fig. 5.3 one observes oscillations of 
the flame speed. The flame speed dynamics presented on Fig. 5.7 looks much 
more irregular than in case of tubes of less width. 

 

 τ

U
w
/U

f

 
Fig: 5.7: The time evolution of the total scaled burning rate in the tube of width 

, 200/ =fLD DL 40= . 
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Fig. 5.8: Flame shape at the different time instants for a tube width 

and length 200/ =fLD DL 40=  at the time instants 

5.565.55, 5.53, 5.09,4.356, 4.32, 4.27,=τt/  (a–g, respectively). 

a) a) 
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In difference from the case of tube of width D fL35=  it is hardly possible to 
determine the period of oscillations. One can treat such oscillations as a developed 
turbulent combustion. Fig. 5.8 presents the evolution of the flame front at the time 
instants 5.565.55,5.53,5.09,4.356,4.32,4.27,=τt/  which correspond to 
the flame-acoustic resonance. One can see the strong irregularity of the flame 
oscillations and that the flame front looks much more turbulent than in case 
presented on Fig. 5.4. The flame shapes presented on Fig. 5.8 also demonstrate a 
combination of large bubbles of burnt light matter and thin jets of heavy fuel 
mixture typical for the RT instability. 

Finally, it is interesting to compare the present numerical results to the 
experiments. The obtained violent flame folding resembles turbulization of the 
flame front because of the acoustic wave observed in (Searby 1992) for propane 
flames with the planar flame velocity about 40 cm/s. In this work the flame 
propagation from the open tube to the closed one was considered. The tube 
diameter in the work (Searby 1992) was 10 cm. It is nearly impossible to perform 
a numerical simulation in a tube of such width which is about 2 fL310⋅ . 
Numerical simulation of such huge geometries is nearly impossible by means of 
direct numerical simulation. Even the performed simulation in tube of width 

 requires a lot of time and computational resources. Therefore, the 
comparison of the present results with results obtained in (Searby 1992) is not 
straightforward and rather qualitative than quantitative. Similarly to the 
experiment, in the present modeling, violent flame folding is found close to the 
tube end. According to (Searby 1992), the flame velocity may increase by a factor 
of about 18 because of turbulization, which is comparable to the data of Fig. 5.3 
and Fig. 5.7 Unfortunately, Searby 

200/ =fLD

fU5448 −

(Searby 1992) did not report the velocity 
amplitude in acoustic oscillations. This value was measured later by Aldredge and 
Killingsworth (Aldridge and Killingsworth 2004) in a similar experiment for 
methane–air flames. They found the maximal acoustic amplitude to be about 

, which is rather close to the present results (see Fig. 5.6). As we 
mentioned above, the tube width used in (Searby 1992) is much larger than in 
Papers 7 and 8. By this reason, the role of nonslip walls in the experiments is 
questionable, since the respective oscillation period depends strongly on the tube 
width. It is possible that the resonant turbulization observed experimentally 
involves another type of intrinsic flame oscillations, e.g., due to the parametric 
flame instability. Thus, the present simulations demonstrate violent folding of a 
flame front in a flame-acoustic resonance. The effect has many features in 
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common with the experiments (Searby 1992, Aldridge and Killingsworth 2004) 
like extra-large increase of the flame speed and extra-strong acoustic waves. Still, 
an inevitably limited parameter domain of the simulations does not allow direct 
quantitative comparison of the present results to the experiments. 
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6. Summary of the results 
 
Paper 1. Flame propagation along the vortex axis 
A. Petchenko, V. Bychkov, L-E Eriksson and A. Oparin, Combust. Theory 
Modelling, 10 581 (2006). 
 

In the Paper 1 the problem of how to include fast burning along the vortex 
axis into the general description of turbulent flames is discussed. It is shown that, 
from such a point of view, the most representative geometry of the flow is burning 
in a hypothetic 'tube' with rotating gaseous mixture. Direct numerical simulations 
of flame propagation in the hypothetic tube are performed on the basis of the 
complete system of hydrodynamic equations, including thermal conduction, 
diffusion, viscosity and chemical kinetics written in the rotational reference frame. 
The geometry of an axisymmetric flame front is studied, which allows reducing 
the dimension of the problem by one, thus saving computational time. The 
numerical results are analysed using the ideas of bubble rising in the acceleration 
field created by the centrifugal force. It is shown that the velocity of flame 
propagation is determined mostly by the velocity of bubble rising when the 
frequency of the tube rotation is sufficiently large. When the rotational frequency 
is moderate, then the velocity of flame propagation is determined by the planar 
flame velocity, by the hydrodynamic flame instability and by the gas rotation. 
Calculations given in the present paper are in agreement with the previous 
theoretical and experimental results.  
 
Paper 2. On the theory of turbulent flame velocity 
V. Bychkov, A. Petchenko, V. Akkerman, Combust. Sci. Thechnology, 179 137 
(2007). 
 

In the Paper 2 we continue the study started in Paper 1. The 
renormalization ideas of self-similar dynamics of a strongly turbulent flame front 
are applied to the case of a flame with realistically large thermal expansion of the 
burning matter. In that case a flame front is corrugated both by external turbulence 
and the intrinsic flame instability. The analytical formulas for the velocity of flame 
propagation are obtained. It is demonstrated that the flame instability is of 
principal importance when the integral turbulent length scale is much larger than 
the cutoff wavelength of the instability. The developed theory is used to analyze 
recent experiments on turbulent flames propagating in tubes. 
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Paper 3. Flame oscillations in tubes with nonslip at the walls 
V Akkerman, V. Bychkov, A. Petchenko and L. E. Eriksson, Combust. Flame, 145 
675 (2006). 
 

In the Paper 3 a laminar premixed flame front propagating in a two-
dimensional tube with nonslip at the walls and with both ends open is considered. 
The problem of flame propagation is solved using direct numerical simulations of 
the complete set of hydrodynamic equations including thermal conduction, 
diffusion, viscosity, and chemical kinetics. It is shown that flame interaction with 
the walls leads to the oscillating regime of burning. The oscillations involve 
variations of the curved flame shape and the velocity of flame propagation. The 
oscillation parameters depend on the characteristic tube width, which controls the 
Reynolds number of the flow. In narrow tubes the oscillations are rather weak, 
while in wider tubes they become stronger with well-pronounced nonlinear effects. 
The period of oscillations increases for wider tubes, while the average flame 
length scaled by the tube diameter decreases only slightly with increasing tube 
width. The average flame length calculated in the present work is in agreement 
with that obtained in the experiments. Numerical results reduce the gap between 
the theory of turbulent flames and the experiments on turbulent combustion in 
tubes. 
 
Paper 4. Theory and modelling of accelerating flames in tubes 
V. Bychkov, A. Petchenko, V. Akkerman and L-E. Eriksson, Phys. Rev. E 72, 
046307 (2005). 
 
 In the Paper 4 we developed the analytical theory of premixed laminar 
flames accelerating in tubes, which is an important part of the fundamental 
problem of flame transition to detonation. According to the theory, flames with 
realistically large density drop at the front accelerate exponentially from a closed 
end of a tube with no slip at the walls. The acceleration is unlimited in time; it may 

go on until flame triggers detonation. The analytical formulas for the acceleration 
rate, for the flame shape and the velocity profile in the flow pushed by the flame 
are obtained. The theory is validated by extensive numerical simulations. The 
numerical simulations are performed for the complete set of hydrodynamic 
combustion equations including thermal conduction, viscosity, diffusion, and 
chemical kinetics. The theoretical predictions are in a good agreement with the 
numerical results. It is also shown how the developed theory can be used to 
understand acceleration of turbulent flames. 
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Paper 5. Accelerating flames in cylindrical tubes with nonslip at the walls 
V. Akkerman, V. Bychkov, A. Petchenko and L. E. Eriksson, Combust. Flame, 
145 206 (2006). 
 
 In the Paper 5 we considered the flame acceleration in cylindrical tubes 
and developed the analytical theory of flame acceleration. It is shown that all 
realistic flames with a large density drop at the front accelerate exponentially 
because of the no slip at the tube walls. Such acceleration mechanism is not 
limited in time and, eventually, it may lead to detonation triggering. It is found that 
the acceleration rate decreases with the Reynolds number of the flow. On the 
contrary, the acceleration rate grows with the thermal expansion of the burning 
matter. It is shown that the flame shape and the velocity profile remain self-similar 
during the flame acceleration. The theory is validated by extensive direct 
numerical simulations. The simulations are performed for the complete set of 
combustion and hydrodynamic equations including thermal conduction, diffusion, 
viscosity, and chemical kinetics. The simulation results are in very good 
agreement with the analytical theory. 
 
Paper 6. Flame acceleration at the early stages of burning in tubes 
V. Bychkov, V. Akkerman, G. Fru, L.E. Eriksson, and A. Petchenko, Combust. 
Flame, in press. 
 

In the Paper 6 we studied another mechanism of the flame acceleration. 
Acceleration of premixed laminar flames at the early stages of burning in long 
tubes is considered. The acceleration mechanism was suggested earlier by (Clanet 
and Searby 1996). Acceleration happens due to the initial ignition geometry at the 
tube axis; when a flame develops to a finger-shaped front, with surface area 
growing exponentially in time. Flame surface area grows quite fast but only for a 
short time. The analytical theory of the flame acceleration is developed, which 
determines the growth rate, the total acceleration time and the maximal increase of 
the flame surface area. Direct numerical simulations of the process are performed 
for the complete set of combustion equations. The simulations results and the 
theory are in good agreement with the previous experiments. The numerical 
simulations demonstrate also flame deceleration, which follows acceleration, and 
the so-called "tulip flames". 
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Paper 7. Violent folding of a flame front in a flame-acoustic resonance 
A. Petchenko, V. Bychkov, V. Akkerman, and L.E. Eriksson, Phys. Rev. Lett., 97, 
164501 (2006). 
 

In Paper 7 we performed the first direct numerical simulations of violent 
flame folding because of the flame-acoustic resonance. Flame propagates in a tube 

from an open end to a closed one. Acoustic amplitude becomes extremely large 
when the acoustic mode between the flame and the closed tube end comes in 
resonance with intrinsic flame oscillations. The acoustic oscillations produce an 
effective acceleration field at the flame front leading to a strong Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability during every second half period of the oscillations. The Rayleigh-Taylor 

instability makes the flame front strongly corrugated with elongated jets of heavy 
fuel mixture penetrating the burnt gas and even with pockets of unburned matter 
separated from the flame front. 
 
Paper 8. Flame-sound interaction in tubes with nonslip walls 
A. Petchenko, V. Bychkov, V. Akkerman, and L.E. Eriksson, Combust. Flame, 
149, 418 (2007).  
 

In Paper 8 we performed extended study of flame interaction with sound 
for a premixed flame propagating to the closed end of a tube with nonslip walls. 
The flow geometry is similar to that in the classical Searby experiments on flame–
acoustic interaction (Searby 1992). The problem is solved by direct numerical 
simulations of the combustion equations. The flame–sound interaction strongly 
influences oscillations of the flame front. Particularly, sound noticeably increases 
the oscillation amplitude in comparison with that in an open tube with 
nonreflecting boundary conditions at the ends studied previously. Oscillations 
become especially strong in the second part of the tube, where flame pulsations are 
in resonance with the acoustic wave. Parameters of the flame oscillations are 
investigated for different values of the tube width and length. It is demonstrated 
that the oscillations are stronger in wider tubes, though the investigated tube width 
is limited by the computational facilities. In sufficiently wide tubes, violent folding 
of a flame front is observed because of the flame–acoustic resonance. By 
increasing the Lewis number, one also increases the oscillation amplitude. 
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7. Conclusions 
 
In the present thesis we investigated some aspects of turbulent burning and the 
effect of boundary conditions. We studied the interaction of the flame front with 
parallel vortex and managed to incorporate obtained results into the general 
renormalization theory of turbulent combustion. We demonstrated that burning 
along a vortex axis was similar to flame propagation in some effective 
gravitational field. Our results were successfully applied to the real combustion 
experiments. We also pointed out the importance of boundary conditions on the 
flame propagation. We found that different boundary condition lead to completely 
different regimes of flame propagation: flame acceleration, flame oscillation and 
flame-acoustic resonance. We performed extensive numerical simulations of all 3 
cases and gave qualitative explanations of the observed phenomena. In case of 
flame acceleration we even developed the analytical theory which gave us 
acceleration rate, velocity profiles and shape of a flame front. In case of flame 
acoustic interaction we demonstrated the acoustic mode between close tube end 
and the flame front is of main importance. The resonance between sound and the 
intrinsic flame oscillation can lead to huge increase in the flame speed. 
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